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4.1

Robotics Research Institute

Task
Motivation

Acoustic signals – especially spoken language – are an attractive means for interacting with intelligent environments or mobile robots. In the simplest case a user might snap his fingers in order to attract the attention
of an intelligent agent. In more advanced scenarios a robot could be instructed by giving spoken language
commands. A challenging problem in such settings is to separate the relevant acoustic events from interfering
sounds and capture the data with a quality sufficient for further processing. The most important pre-requisite
for this is the use of multiple microphones in order to be able to localize acoustic events.
From the wide range of possible sensor configurations in the laboratory of the Intelligent Systems Group
at the Robotics Research Institute (IRF) a setup with two microphones mounted in an artificial head is investigated, which closely mimics the acoustic sensing capabilities of a human. An important aspect of such an
anthropomorphic recording system is the possibility to actively orient the artificial head with the integrated
sensors towards the signal source currently of interest. This leads to improved quality of the captured audio
data. Another point of interest is the realization of a human-like motion behaviour for the head to maximize the
impression of having an attentive and listening partner vis-a-vis.

4.2

Goal

The goal of the proposed project group is the development of a system for automatic detection, localization and
tracking of an acoustic source, e.g.. an active speaker, within a conference room. Two microphones, i.e. all
investigations and developments are based on stereo signals, which are integrated (fixed) in an artifical head,
which itself is mounted on an active “pan-tilt unit” (PTU), should actively be oriented towards the acoustic
signal of interest. Technically this implies, that after some detection process, the particular speaker has to be
localized by analyzing acoustic data only. The result of this detection and localization process represents the
basis for the active adjustment of the PTU towards the acoustic signal of interest.
Generally, the overall task can be subdivided into two main parts: acoustic processing and control of the
PTU, i.e. reactively (re-)adjusting it’s orientation according to the localization hypothesis.
First, the existence of a relevant acoustic signal to be localized and tracked in further steps needs to be
detected. Sound detection also includes the discrimination between relevant and irrelevant signals can be either based on actual speech or on specific initiation signals (e.g. a snap of the fingers etc.). Basically, this
corresponds to the development of some (simple) attention system.
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In order to allow for proper (re-)adjustment of the microphones towards the sound source the initial coordinates of the active speaker’s position need to be estimated. Subsequently, an automatic tracking procedure
continuously updates the position of the sound source.
The results of the localization and tracking procedure, respectively, are then transferred to a motion control unit, which is responsible for the physical re-adjustment of the artificial head and thus the microphones
mounted. The methods to implement for the positioning of the PTU should be based on an analysis of the
movement of the heads of real human beings, e.g. by using videos cameras to record human head movements
and a subsequent motion tracking. Eventually, the microphones are adjusted towards the spatial position which
is optimal for e.g. robust speech recognition as mentioned above. A goal is the development and implementation of motion control algorithms resulting in close-to-human movements of the head mounted on the PTU.
All parts outlined need to be integrated into an overall system which as an example can be used to track the
position of an active speaker in a conference room.

4.3

Foundations

For the detection of speech signals the automatic discrimination between general acoustic noise and actual
speech data – so-called voice activity detection (cf. e.g. [ASMG05] and references therein) – needs to be
realized. Usually, certain statistical features (zero-crossing rate, energy, etc.) computed directly on the acoustic
signal can be fed into the binary decision process. For robust speech detection integration over certain time
steps needs to be performed.
If the attention of the agent is attracted by special initiation signals, like a snap with the fingers, such signals
need to be detected robustly. In these premises, as a first attempt techniques based on (normalized) template
matching can be applied [KE00]. Certainly, the effectiveness of more advanced signal detection methods needs
to be analyzed (cf. e.g. [Cal02, HK02]).
For speech localization the time delay between channels in the recorded stereo signals have to be analyzed
and exploited for the estimation of the most probable position of the acoustic source. According to the literature
certain short-time cross correlation techniques can be applied (cf. e.g. [GRT03]).
In order to continuously update the relevant speaker’s position acoustical tracking needs to be realized.
Therefore, certain prediction filters like Kalman or (variants of) particle filters (cf. e.g. [WLW03, TBF05])
which are also used in robotics for tracking objects or the robots own position, seem to be very promising.
Alternatively, the effectiveness of certain histogram based tracking techniques can be evaluated.
The PTU can be regarded as a kind of robot and the head can be seen as the workpiece handled. Therefore
standard kinematical approaches and motion control algorithms [Pau82, Kor85] can be examined and eventually
taken as the base for further developments. The movements of the employed PTU are controlled using a
standardized hardware (RS232) and the software interface Sony VISCA. To connect the motion control system
to the PTU the features of the software package libVISCA [Dou06] can be checked for suitability and possibly
be adopted for the given task.
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Pre-requisites

At the Robotics Research Institute an intelligent house – the “FINCA”1 – including a smart conference room has
been created serving as laboratory for the investigation of next generation man-machine interaction techniques.
Within the conference room, an artificial head including two microphones, and mounted on a pan-tilt unit
(PTU) is available for the project. Furthermore, all hard- and software necessary for the capturing and processing acoustic signals is available and can be used during project work.
Participants of the project group should have basic knowledge in general signal processing techniques and
in robotics (including the related mathematical foundations), programming skills, and high motivation. They
should be able to work in teams with strong goal-orientation.
1

FINCA is an apronym for Flexible Intelligent environment with Computational Augmentation.
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Legal Issues

The results of all project work incl. the software developed will be made available without any restrictions
to the department of computer science of Dortmund University, and the Robotics Research Institute, respectively. Furthermore, any constraints or restrictions as well as non-disclosure agreements regarding the use and
exploitation of the results of the project group are null and void.
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